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Angular file blob

Downloading files is a common task for web applications. These files may contain some PDF, ZIP, or any other binary or text files that you want to make available to your users. Here's how you can download files angular or with a fairly simple link or JavaScript based on more control and progress reference. A simple download link can be easily accessed by
a simple HTML corner. You will use an anchor tag pointing to a file with the href attribute. The download attribute informs the browser that it should not follow the link, but rather download the URL target. You can also specify its value to set the name of the downloadable file. &lt;a href=/downloads/archive.zip download=archive.zip&gt; archive.zip &lt;/a&gt;
You can associate any of the following attributes with a corner to dynamically set up the URL and file name: &lt;a [href]=download.url [download]=download.filename&gt; {{ download.filename}} &lt;/a&gt; Older browsers, such as Internet Explorer, may not recognize the download attribute. In these cases, you can open the download on the new browser tab,
and the destination attribute is set to _blank. Make sure to always include rel=noopener noreferrer when you use target = _blank that you don't need to open yourself up to a security vulnerability. &lt;a [href]=download.url target=_blank rel=noopener noreferrer&gt; {{ download.filename }} &lt;/a&gt; If there is no download attribute, the download file name will
depend only on the transmission of http header content sent by the file submitting server. Information from this header may also take precedence, even if there is a download attribute. The link-based solution meets HTML standards well and allows the browser to do most of the work. However, if you want more control over the download and would like to
display some custom progress indicator, you can also download files via Angular HttpClient. Download a file with httpclient File best represented as blob browser: A BLOB object is a BLOB that is a file-like object for fixed raw data - MDN web documents We can perform a GET query by returning a blob representing the downloaded file. Let's say we have a
designated DownloadService doing just that: @Injectable ({ifIn: 'root'}) export class DownloadService { constructor(private http: HttpClient) {download(url: string):&lt;Blob&gt; Tracked { return this.http.get(url, { responseType: 'blob' }) } Component could call this service, subscribe to the corresponding tracked and finally save file as follows: @Component ({...})
export class MyComponent { constructor(private downloads: DownloadService) {} download(): undo { this.downloads.download('/downloads/archive.zip') .' .'. subscribe(blob =&gt; { const a = document.createElement('a') const objectUrl = URL.createObjectURL(blob) a.href=objectUrl a.download =archive.zip; a.click(); }) } } Here we are creating &lt;/Blob&gt;
&lt;/Blob&gt; anchor tag programmatically when blobs arrive. With URL.createObjectURL, we can generate a download link to blobs. Finally, we click on the () link as the user would have done with the regular browser download link. After downloading the file, we will reject the blob by canceling the created entity URL. This method is quite verbose though and
may not work smoothly in every browser. Therefore, I would advise you to use the popular Library FileSaver.js when saving blobs. Then the recording becomes a single line line: import { saveAs } from the file saver; download() { this.downloads .download('/downloads/archive.zip') .subscribe(blob =&gt; saveAs(blob, 'archive.zip')) } If you do not like adding
dependency and would like to use the hand method shown above, you can also re-set the code for saving blobs to a separate service. Here you probably want to inject a document with angular built-in injection token DOCUMENT. You can also create a custom URL injection token - see also below how we'll do filesaver.js. Calculation of the download flow
When setting the Monitor events option when you make an HTTP request, we will not only receive final request response information, but also gain access to intermediate HTTP events. There are several types of HTTP events in the corner, all consolidated by type HttpEvent. We also need to clearly pass the option reportProgress to get HttpProgressEvents.
Our HTTP request will eventually look like this.http.get(url, { reportProgress: true, watch: events, responseType: blob }) Since we not only want to transmit these events to each component, our service needs to do more work. Otherwise, our component should cope with the specifics of HTTP – that's what the service is! Instead, allow you to enter a data map
that represents the download with progress: downloading the export interface { status: PENDING | IN_PROGRESS | Progress made: content of number: BLOBS | null } Download can be located in one of three states. Or it hasn't started yet, so it's waiting. Otherwise, it is done or still happening. We use TypeScript union types to define different download
states. In addition, the download has a number indicating the download progress from 1 to 100. Once the download is complete, it will contain blobs as its content - until then, this property is not available and is therefore not defined. Now we want abstract from specific HTTP events to our newly defined data structure. In this way, our components can be
dissociad from the core network protocol. Since we are dealing with many events coming over time, the RxJS operator is well suited here – so let's create one! The first step will be the creation of type guards, helping us distinguish between different HTTP events. In this way, we can access the fields for a specific event in a secure way. We focus on events at
HttpResponse and HttpProgressEvents. They both contain discriminatory type that allows us to return the boolean type of claim to our guards. import {httpEvent, httpEventType, httpResponse, HttpProgressEvent} from the '@angular/common/http' function ishttpResponse&lt;T&gt;(event: HttpEvent&lt;T&gt;): the event is HttpResponse&lt;T&gt; { return
event.type === HttpEventType.Response } functionhttpProgressEvent(event: HttpEvent):&lt;unknown&gt;event is HttpProProgressEvent { return event.type === HttpEventType.DownloadProgress |{ event.type === HttpEventType.UploadProgress } Protections can be used with a simple if-statement, but TypeScript will narrow the event type in the statement
block for us: const event: HttpEvent&lt;Blob&gt; = ... console.log(event.loaded) if (isHttpProgressEvent(event)) { console.log(event.loaded) } Based on these guards, we can now create our own custom operator. It's a leverage scan, an operator that allows us to accumulate state successive values coming through conspicuous. This takes up to two arguments:
First, we provide a battery function that calculates the next download status from the previous and current HttpEvent. Secondly, we will pass the seed scan, showing the original download status. This seed will be our download waiting without any progress or content: {state: PENDING, progress: 0, content: null} Our battery will use previously defined
protection to update the download status over time with information from HTTP events: (previous: Download,&lt;Blob&gt;event: HttpEvent): Download =&gt; { if (ishttpProgressEvent(event)) { return { progress: event.total ? Math.round((100 * event.loaded) / event.total) : previous.progress, status: IN_PROGRESS, content: null } } if (isHttpResponse(event)) {
return { progress { progress{ progress{ progress{ progress{ 100, state: 'DONE', content: event.body } return previous } return previous } When we encounter httpProgressEvent, we calculate progress based on the number of bytes already loaded and the total number of bytes. The download is done when we receive an HttpResponse that contains the contents
of the file in its body. When we receive any events other than HttpProgressEvent or HttpResponse, we will not change the download status and return it to what it is. In this way, for example, we can save information in the progress property, while other events that will prevent us from calculating progress can still be ignored. Finally, let's define our custom
operator who uses scanning with our battery and seed: downloading the export function (back cover?: (b: BLOB) =&gt; void): (source: &lt;&gt; &lt;Blob&gt;tracked &gt;) =&gt;&lt;Download&gt; Tracked { return (source: &lt;&gt; &lt;Blob&gt;tracked &gt;) =&gt; source.pipe( scan(previous: Download,&lt;Blob&gt;event: HttpEvent): Download =&gt; { if
(ishttpProgressEvent(event)) { return { progress: event.total ? Math.round((100 * event.loaded) / event.total) : previous.progress, status: IN_PROGRESS, content: null } }if (an HttpResponse(event)) { if (latches &amp;&amp;event.body) { } returns { progress: 100, status: DONE, Content: event.body } } returns the previous }, {state: 'PENDING', progress: 0,
content: null} ) } Message that&lt;/Blob&gt; &lt;/Blob&gt; &lt;/Download&gt; &lt;/Blob&gt; &lt;/Blob&gt; &lt;/Blob&gt; &lt;/unknown&gt; &lt;/T&gt; &lt;/T&gt; &lt;/T&gt; &lt;/T&gt; &lt;/T&gt; &lt;/T&gt; the download operator accepts the custom settings saver. When an HTTP response is received, this feature is called with the download content from the battery. This
allows us to go into a strategy of how to keep downloading to a file without directly hooking the operator with FileSaver.js. The service code now looks like this when you use a custom operator: import { saveAs } from the file saver; ... download(url: string, filename?: string):&lt;Download&gt; Tracked { return.http.get(url, { reportProgress: true, monitor: events,
responseType: blob }).pipe(download(blob =&gt; saveAs(blob, file name))) } Unbundling FileSaver.js Holding FileSaver.js from our custom operator, the resulting code is more maintained. The download operator can be tested without somehow mocking yourselfAs import (see here the appropriate tests). If we apply the same model to the service, we can test it
just as easily. So let's do this by creating a custom injection token for ourselvesAs in a file called saver.provider.ts: import { InjectionToken } from '@angular/core' importing { saveAs } from 'file-saver'; export type Saver = (blob: blob, file name?: string) =&gt; void export const SAVER = new InjectionToken&lt;Saver&gt;('saver') export function getSaver(): Saver {
return saveAs; } Then use the token to register the provider in the corner module: import {SAVER, getSaver} from './saver.provider' @NgModule({ ... providers: [ {provide: SAVER, useFactory: getSaver} ] }) export class AppModule { } Our service may receive an injection recording method and thus experience freer mapping: @Injectable({provideIn: 'root'})
class export DownloadService { constructor(private http: HttpClient, @Inject(SAVER) private save: Saver ) {} download(url: string, file name?: string):&lt;Download&gt; tracked { return this.http.get(url, { reportProgress: true, track: 'events', responseType: 'blob' }).pipe(download(blob=&gt; this.save(blob, filename))) } } } } When displaying the progress bar Use
the progress bar from the corner material to show how far we are from downloading. We'll create a component property to allow a pairing download called download$. The component must now assign only the observed download to the following property: @Component ({...}) export class MyComponent { download$:&lt;Download&gt; Tracked constructor
(private downloads: DownloadService) {} download(): void { this.download$ = this.downloads.download( '/downloads/archive.zip', 'archive.zip'} } } } } } We can subscribe to this tracked via AsyncPipe together with NgIf. While the download is pending, we'll display the progress bar in buffer mode (you can also use the query), otherwise the progress will be set.
The bar value can then be easily customized for download. Pro &lt;mat-progress-bar *ngif=download$ | async as download [mode]=download.state == 'PENDING' ? 'buffer' : 'determinate' [value]=download.progress&gt;&lt;/mat-progress-bar&gt; If you need to link something more than two values inside the template or instead&lt;/Download&gt;
&lt;/Download&gt; &lt;/Saver&gt; &lt;/Download&gt; &lt;/Download&gt; the statement won't do it for you: pair the type you're following with the type you want, or use a custom pipe instead of calling a component function from the template. Both methods are quite easy to write, more declarative and perform better. Here's StackBlitz showing everything in action.
The downloaded file is only 3 MB, so you might want to enable damping to see more progress bar. Bar.
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